DCOYA Beware
Making Cybersecurity Personal

ENGAGE EVERY EMPLOYEE
IN YOUR CYBERSECURITY GOALS
As social engineering attacks evolve and become ever more sophisticated, your employees
may not be able to distinguish a phishing email from the hundreds of legitimate emails they
receive every day. As the distinction blurs, the risk to your business increases. You need to
train employees how to handle these kind of security threats.
People learn by doing. Learning to identify suspicious emails and report them is a behavior
that must be taught and practiced until it becomes second nature. Consider the fact that
every phishing email that an employee encounters already got past your perimeter security
systems. The danger is real. Employees who know to identify social engineering attempts
and report them immediately to your SecOps team can contribute greatly to your ability to
detect and mitigate attacks early, before they spread in the network.

ARM EMPLOYEES TO FIGHT AGAINST
SOCIAL ENGINEERING ATTACKS
To prevent the threat of phishing and CEO fraud attacks from disrupting your business, you
need to foster a culture of cybersecurity awareness and engagement in your organization.
Dcoya Beware encourages employees to become active participants in your cybersecurity
program and to provide real-time reporting to your SecOps team. With one click, employees
flag a suspicious email and send it for review. This reporting reinforces their cybersecurity
awareness and the right behavior.
Dcoya Beware reports are a valuable source of accurate and immediate intelligence directly
from your organization’s front line where attacks are occurring. Dcoya Beware automatically
analyzes all reported emails for false positives versus real threats, and employs machine
learning to prioritize threat severity and to automate a speedy response.
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WITH DCOYA BEWARE YOU GET:
Simple and lightweight email client
Standard employees reporting process for social
engineering threats
URL analysis using third- party integrations
Customizable user feedback
One click email quarantine and verified-attack deletion
Automated search of malicious email content across
your entire organization
SecOps recommendation and voting
Collective protection – early warning from all Dcoya
customer networks
Fast and easy deployment

WITH DCOYA BEWARE YOU CAN:
Foster best practices in cybersecurity for all employees
Engage employees to achieve dramatic reductions in personal susceptibility
to sophisticated social engineering attacks
Send front-line attack intelligence directly to SecOps team
Drive SOC efficiency through automation
Reduce anti-phishing noise and operational activity of SecOps
Resolve cyberattacks faster with real-time employee reporting
Gain valuable intelligence on social engineering attacks targeting your company

ONLY WITH DCOYA
Dcoya Beware is a fully integrated module in Dcoya’s personal cybersecurity program for
enterprise personnel. Only Dcoya helps you perfect cybersecurity behavior–one employee at
a time–with solutions that are:
Hyper-Personal
Automated
Powered by machine learning (ML) and behavioral psychology best practices
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